
Original Superman,
cover of Action Comics

Joe Shuster (1938)

1.What can we learn about this
new superhero from this
picture?

2.What stylistic elements do we
notice in this picture?



First 2 pages of “Reign of Super-Man comic strip. (1933)



What’s a superhero?



Your superhero will be unique.
Instead of fighting villains or thieves, (S)he

will fight against a larger social or
environmental issue that you choose.

“The Socially
Responsible Superhero”



1. What crime will your hero fight?

-bullying
-alcohol
-drugs
-gangs
-guns
-war
-poor diet
-hunger
-obesity

-pollution/global warming
-illiteracy (inability to read)
-animal cruelty
-homelessness
-poverty
-racism
-sexism



2. What powers do they need?

• What will fix the crime? (unending money
flow, super-brain, speed?)

Be creative! What kinds of crazy or unique
superpowers can fix such big crimes?



3. What will they look like?

• Body: Human-like? Animal-
like? Monster/Robot?

• Transportation: flying,
running, driving,
skateboarding, teleporting?

• Accessories: Costume?
Weapons? Tools?



4. Where do they live?

Setting: City? Suburbs? Desert? Garbage dump?
Rainforest? In the clouds? Outer space?
Inside a computer?

The background setting is dependent on the
issue you choose, and will help to make your
comic book cover more interesting!



Example:
Crime: Poor nutrition in cities due to lack of grocery

stores.
Powers: Bring healthy food to the hungry people by

skating around the city at super-speeds, delivering
healthy foods to people’s doorways

Body: Human-like, a young girl.
Transportation: Rollerskates with jet rockets
Accessories: Grocery bag, cookbook, food pyramid on

costume, giant carrot, kneepads and helmet
Setting: Chicago



In your sketchbooks

Plan your superhero. Brainstorm!
1. Crime (Social Issue)
2. Powers
3. Body
4. Transportation
5. Accessories
6. Setting



“Wonder Woman character sketch”
William Moulton Marston (1941)

1. Why Created:

2. Like Superman:

3. Stereotype:



Artists create sketches before the final comic book.



Body Poses:
The Figure in Motion

Superheroes are known for exciting
movements and super strength.

Today we will do an exercise that will help us
to draw the human body an action pose.



  4. Why are strong
body poses
important for
action and
movement in
comic books?



Gesture Drawing
-Simple sketch of the

human body in motion,
made up of shapes and
lines.

-FAST! Each drawing
takes 30 seconds -2
minutes.

-No erasing! This type of
drawing is for practice
and speed



Gesture Drawing
Partner with the person

sitting next to you.
One person will stand up  and

take an action pose while
the other does a gesture
drawing.

Stay FOCUSED! You only have
1 minute to get the
drawing done!



In your sketchbooks:
Complete 4 gesture drawings of your partner.
They can take up half of a page in your

sketchbook, or a whole page.
I’ll be timing these: 1 minute each.



For tomorrow:
• Bring 3 reference pictures for your drawing.

(landscapes for your setting, bodies, faces,
costume ideas, props, etc.)

• Print them from the Internet or take them
out of a magazine.

This will help you A LOT for your final drawing!



Wonderwoman sketch



Gil  Spiderman Sketches





Jack Kirby





In your Sketchbook:
1. Review your character list, sketch and gesture

drawings and pick your favorite parts.
2. Re-draw the character on a new page in that

pose, adding detail and weight to the body.
3. Add the costume, face and accessories.
4. Plan the setting, catchphrase and composition of

page.
5. Add other details, like a price tag, a copyright,

and artistic signature, etc.



Your final picture MUST include:

 1. A character in motion
 2. A costume with a color scheme or symbol
 3. At least one tool or accessory
 4. A setting/background
 5. A name or title (in block letters)
 6. Words that explain what crime your character

fights.



AA



Final Drawing
1. Lightly sketch your drawing onto the

watercolor paper using pencil.
2. Do not shade! Keep your marks LIGHT!

Erase any excess pencil marks.
3. Using a permanent pen, trace over the

lines, adding small details and shadows.
4. Use stipling or other ink techniques to

create shadows or variation.



Adding Color

1. Using watercolor paints, add color to
the different sections of your comic.

2. You may apply the color flatly or
attempt to have the colors blend.


